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TrueCar Access enables dealers to offer a full remote retailing experience

VIN Specific 

Pricing

Trade-In 

Offer

Dealer-controlled

Payments

Buy from Home
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COVID-19’s influence on vehicle shopping behavior



14%
say their need has 
increased

due to pandemic

58%
say their need has 
remained the same

due to pandemic28%
say their need has 

decreased

due to pandemic
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Shoppers are more likely to shop with a dealership offering remote retailing solutions

Source: TrueCar COVID-19 Auto Shopping Survey

Q13: Some dealerships now offer online purchase paperwork, and vehicle delivery with enhanced sanitization and safety measures. 

How would a dealership's offering of this package affect your likelihood to shop with them now?  

Online purchase 

paperwork
Enhanced 

sanitization and 

safety precautions

Vehicle 

delivery

66% 
more likely 

to consider 

a dealer





Importance of Bringing the Showroom to the 
Customer
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Consumers and dealers desire efficiency in the car buying process 

Source: J.D. Power & Associates 2018 New Autoshopper Study; TrueCar Retail Solutions Survey 2020 ; 2019 TrueCar User Profile Study 2019

83%
of buyers 

want to complete

some purchase 

steps online

76%
of shoppers

want to calculate and 

compare monthly

payments online

65%
of shoppers

use a 3rd party 

website for a 

trade-in value



I am hoping this would reduce the time 

at the dealership and the amount of 

people I will need to interact with…. I 

would like to do everything online if 

possible.

“

”

Source: TrueCar Payment Value Props Study 2020
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Self 
Service

Modified 

Service

Full 
Service

Consumers take different paths to purchase and want flexibility in the process

Source: TrueCar Retail Solutions Survey 2020

Q21:  Dealerships are increasingly offering multiple ways to research, shop for, and purchase vehicles.  If available, how likely would you be to do each of 

the following while shopping for your next vehicle? Future Purchaser (750)

68%

62%

62%

61%

Complete a credit application

Complete all purchase paperwork

Negotiate the deal remotely (via phone,
text, chat and/or e-mail)

Set up the entire deal (e.g., monthly
payment, trade-in, financing)

% Likely to do Vehicle Shopping 
Activities Online
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Some consumers want the physical experience

78%

57%

% Not Willing To Purchase Vehicle 
Without Seeing It In Person

Source: TrueCar Retail Solutions Consumer Survey 2020

Q25:  Would you be willing to purchase a vehicle without test-driving it first?  (1,000) 

Q27:  Would you be willing to purchase a vehicle without seeing it in person first?  New (721), Used (279)

64%
of shoppers 

would not purchase 

a car without 

a test drive

Used Car New Car
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Footnotes, Sources, etc.

Don't necessarily want to have 

one vehicle delivered to me 

without looking around at the 

other options available on the lot.

Source: TrueCar Payments Value Prop Study 2020

“

”
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2 Key opportunities 

Trade Payments



Leverage Transparency to Win More Trades
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Consumers want more transparency and an accurate trade value

69% 
of consumers report 

they don’t trust 

trade-in values 

from dealers
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A range adds friction to the Trade process

Trade-In Offer

$13K

Trade-In Range

$12K  $19K
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Give consumers the ability to obtain a specific offer 
Assuming they’re willing to provide a high level of detail

• 17 Digit VIN

• Color

• Options

• Mileage

• Condition

• Offer
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Consumers value independent 3rd party validation

Dealer Trade Report Consumer Trade Report
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Consumers need to understand the “why” behind the value

Odometer +$825 4 wheel -$1,400

Tire Tread -$400 Color -$475

Odometer 4 wheel

Tire Tread Color

Common Problems



…When they’re making real-

time adjustments to the 

value, the customer really 

feels like they know where 

the number comes from.

- A.C. Hengler, Executive Manager

Modern Chevrolet

“

”

“True Cash Offer has helped us show the customer 
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Shoppers that interact with our Trade tool are highly engaged

Shoppers that engage 

with the trade tool are 

54%
more likely to close

87%
of shoppers that 

start a trade 

appraisal complete it



Enable Customizable Monthly Payments Online
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Online monthly payments are a critical piece of the equation for today’s car buyers

Source: TrueCar Retail Solutions Survey 2020; *2019 TrueCar User Profile Study (Base: Vehicle owners are 87% of site users) 

65%
of buyers 

select a dealer 

because they could get 

an online monthly 

payment

85%
of buyers

lease or finance 

and need a 

monthly payment
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Many consumers rank amount of monthly payment as most important

Source: TrueCar Retail Solutions Consumer Survey 2020; TrueCar Payments Value Prop Study 2020

“I want to bypass all that as long as the monthly 

payment is something I can afford or not. Only 

interested in the final monthly amount.”

1 in 4 
shoppers chose 

amount of monthly 

payments as the 

most important

Q30:  When choosing a vehicle to purchase, which of the following items is most important to you?

“I like the idea of having an idea of what I will pay 

before I get to the dealership.”

“Knowing exactly how much your payments will be 

is the most ideal. An estimate can change drastically 

depending on several factors so having that guarantee 

is extremely helpful.”

“…I want to know the real cost and nothing 

added when I get to the end. No playing 

games.”
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Consumers that are comfortable setting up a deal online desire payment accuracy

Source: TrueCar Retail Solutions Consumer Survey 2020

Q24:  Which of the statements below best describes how accurate the monthly payment you set up would need to be for you to use this service? Option B (500)

30%

36%

34%

It would need to be within 

a few dollars at most

It would have to match 

perfectly, down to the 

penny

It would need to be 

within $20 or so
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Consumers want the flexibility to customize their deal

Nearly 

1 in 5
shoppers who have 

the opportunity to 

interact with 

payments will do so



The real hassle in buying or 

leasing a vehicle is wasting time 

at the dealership waiting for the 

back and forth (finance/sales) to 

finish.  A huge time saver.

Source: TrueCar Payments Value Prop Study 2020

”

“



Takeaways
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Shop and 

Find
Trade-in Payments

Test 

Drive
F&I Finalize 

Deal
Pickup or 

Delivery
Offer

Consumers desire a purchase process that removes friction, saves time, and provides 

personalization

Offer a Complete, yet Flexible Experience
Enable your shoppers to complete the purchase from home, or let them choose a more traditional purchase 

path.
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Allow consumers to chose their own path and complete some or all of the process online

Offer the consumer different paths to purchase

Davis Hyundai

• Vehicle Delivery options

• Trade-in value

• Customize Payments

• Pre-Qualify

• Apply for Credit
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Bring awareness of your offerings through Marketing

Dealer Home Page VDP Social
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Ensure consistency across different channels

Dealership Website Showroom3rd Party

3rd party VDPs
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Help the consumer understand the process

Truworth Auto



Thank You!

Matt Jones
mjones@truecar.com

Chuck Rocha
crocha@truecar.com

truecar.com/dealer

mailto:mjones@truecar.com
mailto:crocha@truecar.com

